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Abstract

One of the most important problems in evolutionary biology is to understand how new species are generated in nature. In

the past, it was difficult to study this problem because our lifetime is too short to observe the entire process of speciation. In

recent years, however, molecular and genomic techniques have been developed for identifying and studying the genes

involved in speciation. Using these techniques, many investigators have already obtained new findings. At present, however,

the results obtained are complex and quite confusing. We have therefore attempted to understand these findings coherently
with a historical perspective and clarify the roles of mutation and natural selection in speciation. We have first indicated that

the root of the currently burgeoning field of plant genomics goes back to Hugo de Vries, who proposed the mutation theory

of evolution more than a century ago and that he unknowingly found the importance of polyploidy and chromosomal

rearrangements in plant speciation. We have then shown that the currently popular Dobzhansky–Muller model of evolution

of reproductive isolation is only one of many possible mechanisms. Some of them are Oka’s model of duplicate gene

mutations, multiallelic speciation, mutation-rescue model, segregation-distorter gene model, heterochromatin-associated

speciation, single-locus model, etc. The occurrence of speciation also depends on the reproductive system, population size,

bottleneck effects, and environmental factors, such as temperature and day length. Some authors emphasized the
importance of natural selection to speed up speciation, but mutation is crucial in speciation because reproductive barriers

cannot be generated without mutations.

Key words: chromosomal mutation, Dobzhansky–Muller model, hybrid sterility, hybrid inviability, Oka model, polyploidy.

Introduction

In the history of evolutionary biology, Hugo de Vries is

known as a proponent of the mutation theory of evolution,

in which new species are believed to arise by single muta-

tional events (de Vries 1901–1903, 1909, 1910). This theory

is based on the breeding experiment he conducted for 13
years with the evening primrose Oenothera lamarckiana
and its mutant descendants. In this experiment, he discov-

ered a number of phenotypic variants, which bred true or

segregated variant types in addition to the parental type.

Because some of these variants were so different from

the original O. lamarckiana, he called them elementary spe-

cies (meaning incipient species) and assigned new species

names. In addition, he observed many minor variants, which
may be called individual variations or varieties. Because his

work was the first experimental study of evolution in a large

scale, de Vries’ mutation theory was widely accepted when

it was proposed (Allen 1969).

However, his theory was later questioned because

O. lamarckiana was apparently a permanent heterozygote

for chromosomal complexes and most of de Vries’ mutants

were chromosomal rearrangements derived from this un-

usual genetic form (Davis 1912; Renner 1917; Cleland

1923). The fact that a number of Oenothera species con-

tained these chromosomal complexes was a new discovery

in genetics at that time, and therefore, much attention was

given to this discovery rather than to de Vries’ mutation

theory. For this reason, de Vries’ work is now often regarded

as a failed attempt to modify Darwin’s theory of origin of

species (Mayr 1980). This view was partially due to the fact

that Thomas Morgan and his colleagues found a large num-

ber of genic mutations in the 1910’s and 1920’s, and many

geneticists used the word mutation to indicate only the ge-

netic changes of single genes. However, at the time of de

Vries, the genetic cause of mutations was not known,

and he regarded any heritable changes of phenotypic
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characters as mutations. Later studies showed that at least
one of his elementary species was a tetraploid (see below)

and it established itself as a new species in self-fertilizing

evening primrose. Therefore, he was right in his proposal

of mutation theory. In fact, recent genomic data abundantly

support his theory of origin of species by chromosomal

changes.

In general, however, the formation of new species by

chromosomal mutations appears to be rare, and most spe-
ciation events are regarded to be due to the establishment

of genic sterility or inviability of hybrids between different

species. The evolutionary mechanism of genic speciation

is complicated, and there are many different ways. In this

area too, genomic data are playing important roles in clar-

ifying the mechanisms of speciation. In the case of genic

speciation, however, many investigators have emphasized

the importance of natural selection rather than mutation
(e.g., Presgraves et al. 2003; Coyne and Orr 2004; Mahesh-

wari et al. 2008). Some authors implied that adaptive evo-

lution of incompatibility genes is important in speeding up

speciation. In our view, the crucial event of speciation is the

development of reproductive barriers between species, and

this is accomplished by mutation.

In this review, we first discuss the roles of chromosomal

variation in speciation in the light of recent genomic data
and then discuss various mechanisms of speciation by

means of genic mutation and selection. We will consider

both theory and experimental data that support or do

not support a particular speciation model. In this article,

we will not consider geographical and ecological factors

because of space limitation. Our primary purpose is to clarify

the roles of mutation and selection in the evolution of repro-

ductive isolation and show that the molecular basis of
speciation is more complicated than generally thought at

present.

Speciation by Chromosomal
Mutations

Formation of New Species by Polyploidization

Soon after de Vries reported various mutants derived from

O. lamarckiana, a number of investigators studied their

chromosomal numbers and chromosomal segregation at

meiosis (Cleland 1972). They found many aneuploids and

trisomics, but there was one elementary species (O. gigas),
which was bigger and more vigorous than O. lamarckiana.
This was later shown to be a tetraploid (Lutz 1907; Gates

1908; Davis 1943). Furthermore, cytogenetic studies of
flowering plants (angiosperms) in the mid 20th century

showed that 20–40% of the species had experienced poly-

ploidization in their origin (Stebbins 1950; Grant 1981). At

this stage, it was clear that the chromosomal mutation

called polyploidization is an important mechanism of creat-

ing new species in angiosperms. As is well known, polyploid

plants establish a sterility barrier from their parental species

immediately after their occurrence because the hybrids

between them have an abnormal segregation of chromo-

somes at meiosis and, consequently, they are sterile. Yet,
many plant geneticists did not realize that polyploidy

was important in plant evolution. For example, Stebbins

(1966, p. 129) stated ‘‘the large amount of gene duplication

dilutes the effects of mutations and gene combinations to

such an extent that polyploids have great difficulty evolving

truly new adaptive gene complexes.’’

In recent years, our knowledge of polyploid evolution ex-

panded enormously because of the availability of genomic
sequences of many different organisms. Statistical analyses

of these sequences have shown that polyploidization or ge-

nome duplication has occurred quite often particularly in

flowering plants. Doyle et al. (2008) state that the genomes

of flowering plants are fundamentally polyploid and most

species in plants have experienced polyploidization far more

frequently than previously suspected. Adams and Wendel

(2005) and De Bodt et al. (2005) believe that angiosperms
underwent two genome duplication events in the early

stage of evolution (fig. 1). This indicates that de Vries’ view

of species formation by single mutational events is valid,

though the extent of chromosomal variation is not necessa-

rily as high as in Oenothera species. Polyploid species are

also abundant in ferns (Grant 1981;Wood et al. 2009). They

are also known to exist in yeasts (Wolfe and Shields 1997;

Kellis et al. 2004) and some insect species (Otto andWhitton
2000).

In animals, genome duplication occurs much less fre-

quently than in plants, apparently because sex is often

determined by the XY or the ZW chromosomal system
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FIG. 1.—Inferred polyploidization events during the evolution of

angiosperms. Circles indicate suspected genome duplication events.

Approximate time scale is shown below the tree. Modified from Adams

and Wendel (2005).
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in animals and polyploidization would disturb this sex

determination (Muller 1925). However, comparison of

genome sizes of different groups of animals suggests that

polyploidization has occurred quite frequently before the

sex determination evolved (Nei 1969). In fact, Ohno
(1970, 1998) proposed that two rounds of genome dupli-

cation occurred in the early stage of vertebrate evolution.

Genome duplications have also been reported in Xenopus
(Hirsch et al. 2002) and teleost fish (Jaillon et al. 2004).

Therefore, polyploidization may have been an important

mechanism of speciation in early stages of animal evolution.

Changes of Genomic Structures and Speciation

We have seen that genome duplication is an important

mechanism of speciation. Genome duplication occurs when

autotetraploids are formed by duplication of the genome of

an organism or when allotetraploids are formed by duplica-
tion of the genome of a hybrid between two different

species. In either case, the new polyploid species exhibits

a sterility barrier from the parental species. Therefore, poly-

ploidization establishes a new species as proposed by de

Vries (1901–1903).

However, it was recently discovered that the number of

genes in polyploid species does not necessarily increase in

proportion to the number of genome duplications (Wendel
2000; Adams and Wendel 2005; Doyle et al. 2008). Some

chromosomes or genes are often lost after polyploidization,

and therefore, the new species established may not have

twice the number of genes of the parental species

(fig. 2). The loss of genes is usually species specific or gene

family specific (Rensing et al. 2008; Flagel and Wendel

2009). At the same time, the number of gene copies in some

gene family may increase. If this type of increase and de-

crease of gene number occurs, this process may generate

a situation which may not be easily distinguishable from
the case of evolution by segmental genomic duplication

and deletion. If this is the case, de Vries’ mutation theory,

which encompasses any type of hereditary mutations in-

cluding chromosomal rearrangements, would not be as un-

realistic as generally thought. In other words, tetraploids,

aneuploids, or trisomics, which de Vries identified as vari-

eties or elemental species, may become new species. In fact,

Scannell et al. (2006) showed that an ancestral species of
the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae apparently experienced

polyploidization and then generated at least four well-

established species with a reduced number of genes (fig. 3).

Chromosomal Rearrangements and Speciation

As mentioned above, de Vries did not know the chromoso-

mal structure of O. lamarckiana and simply compiled various

forms of morphological mutations. However, it is interesting

to note that O. lamarckiana apparently had several sets of

reciprocal translocations of chromosomes (Cleland 1923). It

was soon realized that this type of plants generates gametes

with balanced and unbalanced sets of chromosomes and
only those with balanced sets are fertile. It was also noted

that individuals with different sets of balanced chromo-

somes will be separated by reproductive barriers because

the hybrids between them will be partially or completely

sterile. Similar situations are known to occur when telomeric

Species before genome duplication

Species after genome duplication

Region I

Region II

MED1 YSA1 SUS1 SSN6 RAD16 LYS2 YPR071W NOT5 LTP1 TKL

C. gla

S. cas

S. cer

C. gla

S. cas

S. cer

A. gos

K. lac

Reciprocal gene loss

FIG. 2.—Gene order relationships in the region around Saccharomyces cerevisiae SSN6 and its homologs in the species before and after genome

duplication. Each ortholog is shown by a different color. Gene names are given at the top in italics. Reciprocal gene loss shown by a red box supports the

Oka model of speciation. Abbreviations are as follows: A. gos, Ashbya gossypii; K. lac, Kluyveromyces lactis; C. gla, Candida glabrata; S. cas, S. castellii;

and S. cer, S. cerevisiae. Modified from Scannell et al. (2006).
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inversions or other chromosomal rearrangements are gen-

erated and recombination occurs (White 1969; Brown

and O’Neill 2010).

However, population geneticists such as Wright (1941)

showed that the probability of fixation of these chromoso-

mal rearrangements is so low that they would not be easily
established in the population unless population size is very

small (say less than 10). For this reason, the idea that new

species are formed by chromosomal rearrangements was al-

most abandoned. In selfing plants like O. lamarckiana, how-

ever, the chance of fixation of new chromosomal

rearrangements would not be very small because the effec-

tive population size can be very small. This suggests that

some of the elementary species de Vries discovered in his
experimental farm might have been reproductively isolated

from others by this mechanism even if they were not tetra-

ploids. It should also be noted that chromosomal rearrange-

ments can be fixed even in a randomly mating population if

it goes through bottlenecks multiple times.

In fact, recent studies of speciation suggest that this form

of speciation is quite common in plants (Rieseberg 2001;

Badaeva et al. 2007; Rieseberg and Willis 2007). Plant pop-
ulations are usually sedentary and often reproduce asex-

ually or by selfing. These reproductive systems enhance

the chance of fixation of chromosomal rearrangements,

and therefore, the speciation by this process should be

reconsidered. This type of speciation by chromosomal rear-

rangements is also known to occur in yeasts and mammals

(Delneri et al. 2003; Brown and O’Neill 2010) (table 1). Of

course, de Vries (1901–1903) did not have any idea about
chromosomal variation, but his study of morphological mu-

tations stimulated other workers to study the chromosomal

mutations and their importance in speciation. Unfortu-

nately, this type of speciation is still underappreciated in

the current literature.

Evolution of Reproductive Isolation
by Genic Mutation

According to the biological species concept (Dobzhansky

1937; Mayr 1963), a group of individuals is called a species

when they are isolated from other groups of individuals by
premating or postmating isolation mechanisms. It is therefore

important to know how the reproductive barrier is generated

at the genetic level. In the case of polyploidization, the

reproductive barrier is instantly generated in self-fertilizing

organisms because the hybrid of a new polyploid and its

parental species is generally sterile as mentioned above.

However, how does the reproductive barrier arise in the ab-

sence of chromosomal rearrangements? There are various
genetic models that can explain the evolution of reproductive

isolation. Here, wewould like to discuss only the genetic mod-

els that have been studied empirically at themolecular level. In

practice, hybrid sterility or inviability is a complex character

and is controlled by a large number of genes (Coyne

1992), and it is difficult to study the effect of all these genes

simultaneously. Therefore, most experimentalists extract a

small number of major genes and then study the mechanism
of reproductive isolation at the molecular level. This approach

is certainly important, but we should not forget that it may

lead to biased conclusions. Note also that the biological spe-

cies concept is not always applicable to plants or fungi

because these organisms often reproduce by selfing or

asexual reproduction and populations are not well definable

(Rieseberg andWillis 2007). Initial reproductive isolation is also

generally achieved by prezygotic isolation rather than postzy-
gotic isolation. For this reason, speciation occursmore easily in

plants and fungi than in animals.

During the last dozen years, many investigators have used

the so-called Dobzhansky–Muller (DM)model (see below) as

a guideline for conducting experimental studies and inter-

preting their results. In practice, however, this is only one

of the many possible models for the evolution of reproduc-

tive isolation as will be mentioned below.

Oka Model of Speciation by Duplicate Gene
Mutations

One of the simplest models is Oka’s (1953, 1957, 1974) spe-

ciation model by lethal mutations occurring in duplicate

genes. Being apparently unaware of Oka’s papers, Werth

and Windham (1991) and Lynch and Force (2000) proposed

essentially the same model, which is better known in the

United States. In this model, the foundation stock is as-

sumed to diverge into two geographically isolated popula-

tions (populations 1 and 2) and these populations evolve
independently (fig. 4). It is also assumed that the original

foundation stock contains two duplicate genes (alleles),

A0 and B0, which have redundant functions and that in pop-

ulation 1 allele A0 mutates to a lethal allele, A1, and in pop-

ulation 2 allele B0 mutates to another lethal allele, B2

(see fig. 4). If these evolutionary events occur and pop-

ulations 1 and 2 are crossed, the hybrid genotype will be

A0A1B0B2. This genotype will produce gamete A0B0,
A1B0, A0B2, and A1B2 each with a probability of 1/4 if the

1278
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2723

S. castellii

C. glabrata
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-851
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FIG. 3.—Loss of duplicate genes after genome duplication in four

species of yeasts. The numbers in squares represent the numbers of loci,

which were derived by genome duplication in the ancestral species and

have been retained in the genome. Numbers (–) on branches indicate

the numbers of loci, in which one of the duplicate genes was lost. In

total, 2,723 duplicate loci were analyzed. Modified from Scannell et al.

(2006).
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Table 1

Molecular Studies of Speciation Genes and a Few Related Examples

Gene

Gene

Function Outcome Species Referencee

Duplicate gene mutations (Oka model)

DPL1/DPL2 Pollen germination F1 pollen sterility Rice Mizuta et al. (2010)

RPL27/RPL27 Mitochondrial ribosomal

protein

F1 pollen sterility Rice Yamagata et al. (2010)

HPA1/HPA2 Histidinol-phosphate

amino-transferase

F1 inviability Arabidopsis Bikard et al. (2009)

Multiple genesa Gene losses New species Yeast Scannell et al. (2006)

Incompatibility genes (DM model)

SaF/SaM E3 ligase/F-box protein F1 pollen sterility Rice Long et al. (2008)

MRS1/COX1 (mt gene) RNA binding/cytochrome

oxidase

F2 sterility Yeast Chou et al. (2010)

AEP2/OLI1 (mt gene) RNA binding/ATP synthase F2 sterility Yeast Lee et al. (2008)

Incompatibility genes (DM model): possible

Nup96/genes on Xc Nucleoporin/unknown F1 male inviability Drosophila Presgraves et al. (2003)

Nup160/genes on Xc Nucleoporin/unknown F1 male inviability Drosophila Tang and Presgraves

(2009)

Hmr/Lhrb DNA binding/protein–protein binding F1 male inviability Drosophila Brideau et al. (2006)

Ovd/unknownc DNA-binding/unknown F1 male sterility Drosophila Phadnis and Orr

(2009)

tmyc/broadiec Unknown/unknown F1 male sterility Drosophila Tao et al. (2001)

zeel-1/peel-1c Ubiquitin ligase/unknown F2 inviability Nematode Seidel et al. (2008)

CKI1/NBS-LRR(s) Casein kinase/pathogen detection F2 sterility Rice Yamamoto et al. (2010)

DM1 (NBS-

LRR)/DM2(NBS-LRRs?)c
Toll interleukin receptor (TIR)/TIR F1 necrosis Arabidopsis Bomblies et al. (2007)

AIM22/mt gene(s)c Lipoate-protein ligase/unknown F2 sterility Yeast Chou et al. (2010)

Multiallelic complementary genes

model: suggestive

Lysin/VERL Envelope dissolution

protein/envelope receptor

No fertilization Abalone Lyon and Vacquier

(1999)

Bindin/EBR1 Envelope dissolution

protein/envelope receptor

No fertilization Sea urchin Kamei and Glabe

(2003)

ADAM2/ITGA9-ITGB7 (a9b7) Metalloprotease/transmembrane

protein

No fertilization Mammal Desiderio

et al. (2010)

ZP3/unknownc Egg glycoprotein/sperm ZP3-

receptor

No fertilization Mammal Evans and Florman

(2002)

Izumo/CD9 Immunoglobulin/membrane

protein

No fertilization Mouse Inoue et al. (2005)

Mutation-rescue model: possible

Xmrk/Rc Melanoma receptor tyrosine

kinase/unknown

F2 inviability Platyfish Schartl (2008)

Chimeric mt genec/PPR(s)c Transcript modification/NADH dehydrogenase F2 anther sterility Monkeyflower Barr and Fishman (2010)

Chimeric mtgenec/PPR Unknown/RNA binding F2 pollen sterility Petunia Bentolila et al. (2002)

Atp6 (mt gene)/PPRb ATP synthase/RNA binding? F2 pollen sterility Rice Kazama and Toriyama

(2003)

Mt gene(s)c/RMS Unknown/ACPS-like protein F2 pollen sterility Rice Fujii and

Toriyama (2009)

Segregation distortion model

Ovd/unknownc DNA binding/unknown Sex ratio

distortion (SRD)

Drosophila Phadnis and Orr (2009)

Dox/Nmy Unknown/noncoding

siRNA (?)

SRD/suppression

of SRD

Drosophila Tao et al. (2007)

Unknownc/Tmyc Unknown/unknown SRD/suppression

of SRD

Drosophila Tao et al. (2001)

Heterochromatin-associated speciation: suggestive

Zhr (359bp repeats on X)/unknownc Satellite DNA/maternal

cytoplasm

F1 female

inviability

Drosophila Ferree and Barbash (2009)
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two loci are unlinked. Therefore, one quarter (A1B2) of them

will be sterile.

Drosophila experiments have shown that the rate of

lethal mutations per locus is about 10�5 per generation.

Therefore, the probability of occurrence of hybrid sterility

would not be very small. Note that the rate of fixation of a

recessive lethal mutation in one of the two duplicate loci is
nearly equal to the mutation rate when the effective sizes

of local populations are relatively small (Nei and

Roychoudhury 1973). These considerations make it likely

for a reproductive barrier to develop in this way.

The extent of gamete sterility obviously increases when

there are many such sets of duplicate loci. In fact, when

there are n independent sets of duplicate loci that control

the formation of sperm or eggs, the expected proportion
of sterile gametes will be 1 – (3/4)n, which becomes 0.9

for n 5 8 and 0.99 for n 5 16. Therefore, this type of

gamete sterility is likely to occur in the progeny of a newly

generated polyploid, where there are a large number of du-

plicate genes. In recent years, however, it has been found

that even nonpolyploid organisms contain a large number

of small-scale duplicate genes (copy number variation) in

their genomes (e.g., Redon et al. 2006). Therefore, the

Okamodel is likely to apply to virtually all species. In practice,

the relationship between the number of lethal genes and

the extent of male sterility would not be as simple as men-

tioned above. Lynch and Force (2000) suggested that the

functional divergence of duplicate genes may enhance
the probability of occurrence of hybrid sterility.

In rice, Oryza sativa, there are two subspecies called Ja-
ponica and Indica, which diverged about 400,000 years ago.

These subspecies have two duplicate genes DPL1 and DPL2,
which encode highly conserved plant-specific small proteins

and are highly expressed in mature anther. Mizuta et al.

(2010) showed that Japonica carries a functional (DPL1þ)

and nonfunctional (DPL2�) alleles at the DPL1 and DPL2 loci,
respectively. By contrast, Indica has a nonfunctional (DPL1�)

and functional (DPL2þ) alleles at the two loci. The inactiva-

tion of allele DPL1� is caused by a transposon insertion in

one of the exons of the gene, whereas the nonfunctionality

of DPL2� is due to the A/ Gmutation at an intron splicing

site. AllelesDPL1þ,DPL1�,DPL2þ, andDPL2� correspond to

Table 1
Continued

Gene

Gene

Function Outcome Species Referencee

OdsH/heterochromatin of Y DNA binding/unknown F1 male

sterility

Drosophila Bayes and Malik (2009)

Lhr/HP1 Protein–protein

binding/heterochromatin

protein

F1 male

inviability

Drosophila Brideau et al. (2006)

Prdm9/satellite DNA? Histone H3

methyltransferase/unknown

F1 male

sterility

Mouse Oliver et al. (2009)

Single-locus mutations

S5 Aspartic protease F1 embryo-sac

sterility

Rice Chen et al. (2008)

FLC1 MADS-box transcription

factor

Flowering time

change

Cabbage Yuan et al. (2009)

AN2 Transcription factor Pollinator change Petunia Hoballah et al. (2007)

F3’h Flavonoid hydroxylase Pollinator change Morning glory Des Marais and Rausher

(2010)

Style2.1 Transcription factor Allogamy to

autogamy

Tomato Chen et al. (2007)

Gene and chromosomal translocation

JYAlpha Adenosine triphosphatase F2 sterility Drosophila Masly et al. (2006)

Chromosomal translocation — F1 sterility Yeast Delneri et al. (2003)

Chromosomal translocationd — F1 sterility or

inviability

Plant Rieseberg (2001)

a
This study identified hundreds of reciprocal duplicate gene losses in yeasts.

b
Both genes have been identified, but molecular interaction remains unclear.

c
The responsible genes has not really been identified.

d
This study reviewed the models of chromosomal rearrangements and showed several examples.

e
Only one paper which seems to be most relevant is listed due to space limitation. See also the references therein.
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alleles A0, A1, B0, and B2 in figure 4, respectively, and

therefore, the partial sterility of the hybrid between Japon-
ica and Indica can be explained by the Okamodel. A similar

reproductive isolation caused by duplicate gene mutations
has been observed between O. sativa and its related

species O. glumaepatula (Yamagata et al. 2010). In this

case, the genes involved are the duplicate gene copies

S27 and S28 encoding mitochondrial ribosomal protein

L27. It was shown that the S27 gene is absent in O. glu-
maepatula and the S28 gene from O. sativa contains

nonfunctional mutations. Therefore, a quarter of hybrid

pollen do not have any functional gene, and therefore
it causes pollen sterility. Another example of this type of

reproductive isolation has been reported in Arabidopsis
(Bikard et al. 2009, see table 1).

Actually, using classical genetic techniques, Oka (1953,

1974) had identified a number of hybrid sterility genes,

which apparently occurred by duplicate gene mutations.

In his time, however, no molecular techniques were avail-

able to study the evolutionary changes of genes, and
therefore his conclusions have remained as conjectures. In

this sense, recent molecular studies have provided solid em-

pirical evidence for his theory. Actually, Oka (1974) was

aware of the possibility of ancient polyploidization of rice

based on the cytogenetic study by Sakai (1935) and Nandi

(1936).

At this point, it should be noted that A1 and B2 in figure 4

represented lethal mutations but they may also represent
the loss of the duplicate genes A0 and B0, respectively,

because they have the same effect as that of lethal muta-
tions in generating reproductive isolation. In fact, the forma-

tion of new species in yeasts after the genome duplication in

their ancestral species (figs. 2 and 3) can be explained by the

Oka model (Scannell et al. 2006). It should also be noted

that most authors who studied the duplicate gene mutation

hypothesis mistakenly called it the DM model instead of the

Oka model (e.g., Werth and Windham 1991; Lynch and

Force 2000; Mizuta et al. 2010). In the Oka model, lethal
mutations or gene losses are the causal factors, and there

is no need of interaction between A1 and B2. In the DM

model, however, A1 and B2 are functional genes and a spe-

cial form of gene interaction between alleles A1 and B2 is

assumed to exist, as will be discussed below. In the DMmod-

el, the fixation of allelesA1 and B2 by positive selection is also

often assumed.

Some authors are not enthusiastic about the importance
of the Okamodel of speciation. Coyne andOrr (2004) stated

that polyploidization does not occur so often in animal spe-

cies and this minimizes the importance of this model. As

mentioned above, however, recent genomic studies indicate

that small-scale gene duplications are abundant, and there

is no reason to believe that the Oka model is less important

in animals than in plants. Coyne and Orr also stated that the

ultimate fate of duplicate genes is to acquire new gene func-
tions rather than nonfunctionality. Actually, this statement

is incorrect. Duplicate genes become pseudogenes much

more frequently than gain new functions (Lynch and Force

2000; Nei and Rooney 2005). For these reasons, the Oka

model may play an important role in speciation in both

plants and animals.

DM Model of Evolution of Reproductive Isolation

In the Oka model of speciation, it is necessary to have du-

plicate genes. However, reproductive isolation may be de-

veloped without duplicate genes if there are two or more

genes that interact with each other negatively when they

are brought together in hybrids. One of such models is

the so-called DM model (Dobzhansky 1937; Muller 1940,

1942). The essence of this model is presented in figure
5A. In this figure, two loci, A and B, are considered, and

A0A0B0B0 represents the genotype for these loci in the foun-

dation stock from which populations 1 and 2 were derived.

If these two populations are geographically or ecologically

isolated, it is possible that A0 mutates to A1 in population

1 and this mutant allele is fixed in the population by natural

selection or genetic drift. Genotype A0A0B0B0 may then be

replaced by A1A1B0B0 without loss of viability and fertility
(fig. 5A). Similarly, B0 may mutate to B2 in population 2

and themutant allele may be fixed. However, if there is gene

interaction such that any combination of mutant genes A1

and B2 in an individual results in inviability or sterility, the

hybrids (A0A1B0B2) between the two populations will be

Foundation stock

A0 A0

Population 1 Population 2

A1 A1 A0 A0Genotype

A0 A1Genotype (F1)

Gamete (F1)

Viable Lethal
3/4 1/4

B0 B0

B0 B0 B2 B2

B0 B2

A0 B0 A0 B2 A1 B0 A1 B2

FIG. 4.—Oka model of speciation by duplicate gene mutations. A

and B are duplicate genes. A0 and B0 are the original normal alleles, and

A1 and B2 are lethal mutations.
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inviable or sterile. In figure 5A, we assumed that the

foundation stock had genotype A0A0B0B0. Theoretically,

however, it is possible to assume that the ancestral genotype
is A1A1B1B1 and that this genotype remained unchanged in

population 1 but it changed to A2A2B2B2 in population 2.

Orr (1996) argued that the first person who proposed the

DM model is neither Dobzhansky nor Muller but Bateson

(1909) and Bateson’s model was identical with that of Dobz-

hansky and Muller. In our view, this argument is disputable.

It is certainly true that Bateson considered a two-locus mod-

el of complementary genes to explain hybrid sterility, but he
never considered how such a system can evolve. By contrast,

Dobzhansky andMuller spelled out the evolutionary process

of hybrid sterility genes, albeit very crudely. In evolutionary

biology, it is important to understand the process of evolu-

tion. For this reason, we will refer to the model as the DM

model in this paper. However, Dobzhansky and Muller pre-

sented only a verbal argument and never explainedwhy only

A1 is fixed in population 1 and B2 is fixed in population 2.
Theoretically, the B0 / B1 mutation may also happen in

population 1 and the A0 / A2 mutation may occur in pop-

ulation 2 (fig. 5A). How is then only A1 fixed in population 1

and only B2 fixed in population 2? Both Dobzhansky and

Muller argued that allele A1 may affect a secondary charac-

ter through the pleiotropic effect and this effect may confer

a selective advantage for A1 over A0 in population 1. Sim-

ilarly, B2 may have a selective advantage over B0 in popula-
tion 2 because of the pleiotropic effect.

The first mathematical study of this problem was con-

ducted by Nei (1976). Here, let us present a summary of

his results. For simplicity, we consider the haploid model giv-

en in figure 5B instead of the diploid model because essen-

tially the same result is obtained by both models. Note also
that the haploid model directly applies to sperm or egg fer-

tility. In the haploid model, four possible genotypes may be

generated for the two alleles at each of loci A and B, and we

assign the fitnesses for the four genotypes as given in table

2. Here, x and y represent the frequencies of alleles A1 and

B2, respectively, whereas sA and sB are selective advantages

conferred by pleiotropy for alleles A1 and B2, respectively,

and t is the selective disadvantage of genotype A1B2, which
becomes 1 when the interpopulational hybrids are com-

pletely sterile. Note that alleles A0, A1, B0, and B2 are all vi-

tally important in this model. Here, we have assumed

no linkage disequilibrium for simplicity.

If we use this model, the amounts of changes (Dx and Dy)
of allele frequencies x and y per generation are given by

Dx5 xð1 � xÞ½sA � ðsA þ sB þ tÞy�= �W ; ð1Þ

Dy 5 yð1 � yÞ½sB � ðsA þ sB þ tÞx�= �W ; ð2Þ

where �W51þ sAxð1� yÞ þ sBð1� xÞy � txy (Nei 1976).

Therefore, x increases if y is smaller than ŷ5sA=ðsA þ sB þ tÞ,
whereas it decreases if y is greater than ŷ. Similarly, y increases
if x is smaller than x̂5sB=ðsA þ sB þ tÞbutdecreases ifx is great-
er than x̂. This means that if mutant allele A1 occurs before B2
and starts to increase in frequency allele A1 tends to be fixed in

the population, whereas mutant allele B2 would be fixed if it

occurs first and starts to increase before the occurrence of

A1. Therefore, selection is exclusive, and in any population,

Foundation stock

A0 A0 B0 B0

Population 1 Population 2

A1 A1 B0 B0 A0 A0 B2 B2Genotype

A1 A2 B1 B2Genotype (F1) A1 B2 A2 B1

A. Diploid model

Inviable or sterile

Foundation stock

A0 B0

Population 1 Population 2

B. Haploid (gamete) model

A1 B0 A0 B2

A1 A1 B1 B1 A2 A2 B2 B2Genotype A1 B1 A2 B2

Sterile

A0 A1 B0 B2

Inviable or sterile

Genotype (F1) A1 B2

Sterile

Others

Fertile

A1 B1 A2 B2

Fertile

FIG. 5.—DM model of evolution of reproductive isolation. A0, A1, and A2 represent alleles at the A locus, whereas B0, B1, and B2 represent alleles

at the B locus. (A) Diploid model. (B) Haploid (gamete) model.
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either A1 or B2 may be fixed depending on the allele that

starts to increase in frequency earlier than the other. Be-

cause the fixation of A1 or B2 occurs at random, the prob-

ability that two populations show hybrid sterility or

inviability is 1/2. However, if there aremany loci controlling

reproductive isolations, any pair of populations would
eventually develop reproductive isolation.

One problem here is whether alleles A1 and B2 have

selective advantage (sA . 0 and sB . 0) conferred by plei-

otropic effects or not. Generally speaking, it is very difficult

to identify any character affected by pleiotropic effects of

speciation genes A1 and B2, and even if a character is iden-

tified, the selection coefficient sA and sB are unlikely to re-

main constant for the entire process of fixation of alleles A1

and B2. However, even if sA and sB are 0, alleles A0 and B0

may be replaced by A1 and B2 in populations 1 and 2, re-

spectively, by the effect of genetic drift. In this case too, only

A1 or B2 must be fixed in a population, and the average re-

placement time will be 1/v þ 2N generations, where v and N
are the mutation rate and the effective population size (Nei

1976). Therefore, it will take a long time for alleles A0 and B0

to be replaced by A1 and B2, respectively. Even if A1 and B2

are selected with positive values of sA and sB, the replace-

ment time will not be much shorter because it primarily de-

pends on the mutation rate (Li and Nei 1977).

It should also be noted that themutation rate v refers only
to those mutations that enjoy selective advantage because

of the pleiotropic effect within populations but generate

strong deleterious effects when they are brought together

in hybrid individuals. No one has measured the mutation
rate for this type of mutations, but the rate must be very

low because only special mutations would be able to pro-

duce such dual gene effects. We know that the DM model

is currently very popular (e.g., Coyne and Orr 2004), but

there are only a small number of experimental data that sup-

port themodel in the strict sense (table 1). Orr’s (1995) paper

is often cited as the theoretical justification of the model. In

reality, he assumed the validity of the model from the begin-
ning and simply studied the possibility of continuous

accumulation of incompatibility genes. He conceived that

reproductive isolation is developed by positive Darwinian

selection caused by their pleiotropic effects. This is in

contrast to the Oka model, where reproductive isolation

is assumed to occur due to deleterious mutations in dupli-
cate genes.

Let us now examine some recent experimental data that

have been regarded to support the DMmodel. The first data

set we consider is that of Presgraves et al.’s (2003) paper, in

which the evolutionary change of a nuclear pore protein

(nucleoporin), Nup96, has been studied in D. melanogaster
and D. simulans. Nuclear pores are large protein complexes

that cross the nuclear envelope and allow the transport of
water-soluble molecules such as RNAs, DNA polymerases,

and carbohydrates between the nucleus and the cytoplasm.

This nuclear pore is composed of a large molecular structure

called the nuclear pore complex, which contains about 30

different protein components, each with multiple copies

(Presgraves and Stephan 2007). One of the proteins is

the nucleoporin Nup96, and Presgraves et al. (2003) showed

that this protein is involved in causing hybrid male inviability
between the two Drosophila species. This hybrid inviability

occurred only when the D. simulans Nup96 gene is asso-

ciated with the D. melanogaster X chromosome. They

therefore assumed that the hybrid inviability occurs when

the D. simulans Nup96 gene negatively interacts with one

or more genes of the D. melanogaster X chromosome. Fur-

thermore, McDonald and Kreitman (MK)’s (1991) test of

neutrality suggested that the Nup96 gene evolved by pos-
itive selection after divergence of the two species. They then

concluded that their observations support the DM model

of speciation, and the hybrid inviability is a consequence

of adaptive evolution at the Nup96 locus. A similar study

was conducted by Tang and Presgraves (2009), who identi-

fied another nucleoporin gene, Nup160, involved in the

hybrid male inviability between the two Drosophila species.

This gene in D. simulans was inferred to interact negatively
with the D. melanogaster X chromosome genes as well as

with the D. simulans Nup96 gene.

However, there are a few problems with their conclu-

sions. First, they have not really identified the D. mela-
nogaster X chromosome genes that are supposed to

interact with the D. simulans Nup96 or Nup160. This iden-
tification is critical because otherwise we do not know how

the interaction between the two genes leads to hybrid male
inviability. Theoretically, the X chromosome genes may not

be protein-coding genes but the heterochromatin that is

often involved in hybrid inviability (e.g., Ferree and Barbash

2009, see below). Second, Presgraves and his colleagues ob-

tained a signature of positive selection for the increase in

frequency of Nup96 and Nup160 by using the MK test.

However, the MK test depends on a number of simplifying

assumptions, and it may give erroneous conclusions when
these assumptions are not satisfied (Nei et al. 2010).

We therefore examined the extent of positive selection by

using the modified Nei-Gojobori method (Zhang et al. 1998)

of DNA sequence comparison. In this method, the ratio of

the number of nonsynonymous nucleotide substitutions per

Table 2

Fitnesses and Frequencies of the Four Genotypes for the Two

Incompatibility Loci in the Haploid Model

Alleles A0 A1

B0

Fitness 1 1 þ sA

Frequency (1 – x)(1 – y) x (1 – y)

B2

Fitness 1 þ sB 1 – t

Frequency (1 – x)y xy
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site (dN) to that of synonymous nucleotide substitutions (dS)

is computed, and the extent of positive selection is meas-
ured by dN /dS. If dN /dS is greater than 1, positive selection

is suggested, whereas dN /dS , 1 indicates negative or pu-

rifying selection. In addition, this analysis tells us whether

the nucleoporin genes evolve more rapidly than other genes

as often claimed by Presgraves and others. When we com-

puted this ratio for Nup96 and Nup160 using the D. mela-
nogaster and D. simulans sequences, we obtained only 0.19

and 0.25, respectively. These values indicate that the two
genes have not evolved particularly fast among the 5,314

genes examined (0.16 on average) and are likely under pu-

rifying selection (fig. 6).

However, what is important here is not to know whether

positive selection has occurred for the new alleles but to

understand how these genes generate hybrid inviability.

Somemay argue that positive selection is important because

it would speed up the speciation process. In reality, there is
no need for any organism to have fast speciation. Reproduc-

tive isolation occurs merely as a consequence of a more gen-

eral evolutionary change of morphological or physiological

characters, and therefore, it must be a passive process, as

was emphasized by Darwin (1859, p. 245).

However, there are a few data sets that apparently sup-

port the DMmodel. Long et al. (2008) discovered that a pair

of closely linked loci SaF and SaM in rice contain different
alleles in subspecies Japonica (SaF� and SaM�) and Indica
(SaFþ and SaMþ), and the males of their hybrids are sterile.

Gene SaF encodes an F-box protein involved in protein

degradation, whereas SaM produces a small ubiquitin-like

modifier E3 ligase-like protein. The protein encoded by

SaF is 476 amino acid long, and there is only one amino acid

difference between alleles SaFþ and SaF�. By contrast,

SaMþ and SaM� encode proteins with 257 amino acids

and 217 amino acids, respectively, the latter being a trun-

cated protein. Alleles SaFþ and SaMþ in Indica are consid-

ered as the ancestral genes, and SaF� and SaM� are
regarded as mutants generated in the process of evolution

of Japonica (fig. 7). The haplotype SaF�;SaMþ that is found

in Indica could be the ancestor of the haplotype SaF�;SaM�

in Japonica. It hybridizes bothwith Indica and Japonicawith-

out any problem (fig. 7). If this is the case, this haplotype

represents an intermediate stage in the process of evolution

of SaF�;SaM� in Japonica. These evolutionary changes of

SaFþ;Samþ to SaF�;SaM� are consistent with the DM mod-
el. However, the molecular basis of the gene interaction to

generate the hybrid sterility is still unknown.

Another data set that supports the DM model is that

of Chou et al. (2010), who studied a pair of genes caus-

ing the F2 sterility between the yeasts S. cerevisiae and

S. paradoxus. The genes studied are the nuclear-encoded

mitochondrial RNA splicing gene (MRS1) and the mito-

chondria-encoded cytochrome oxidase 1 gene (COX1).
In S. paradoxus, the introns of COX1 are properly spliced

out by its own MRS1. In S. cerevisiae, however, one (M1) of

the introns has been lost from COX1. This mutation is most

likely to have been neutral because the loss of intron did

not affect the gene or protein function of COX1. Subse-
quently, the MRS1 lost its splicing function, which also

seems to have been neutral. However, the hybrids be-

tween the two species show sterility because the MRS1
protein in S. cerevisiae cannot splice the M1 intron of

COX1 from S. paradoxus. This scheme of evolution of re-

productive isolation is consistent with the DM model, and
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FIG. 6.—Distribution of dN/dS ratio between the Drosophila

melanogaster and D. simulans genes. A total of 5,314 protein-coding

genes having one-to-one orthologs among 12 Drosophila species

were used. The dN and dS values were computed by the modified Nei-

Gojobori method (Zhang et al. 1998) with a transition/transversion

ratio of 2.

Ancestral species

O. rufipogon?

O. rufipogon

O. sativa

Indica
(Fertile)

Indica
(Fertile)

Japonica
(Fertile)

F1 Hybrids

Male sterile Male fertile Male fertile

SaF+ SaF- SaM+ SaM-

FIG. 7.—Male sterility caused by different combinations of alleles

at the SaF and SaM loci in rice. Modified from Long et al. (2008).
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in this case, it is likely that the evolutionary changes of the

genes have occurred primarily by mutation and genetic

drift. A similar evolutionary change has been reported

to explain the hybrid sterility caused by the AEP2 and

OLI1 genes between S. cerevisiae and S. bayanus (Lee

et al. 2008, see table 1).
There are many other papers that have claimed to sup-

port the DM model (Coyne and Orr 2004; Wu and Ting

2004, see table 1). However, close examination of the pa-

pers indicates that the authors often misunderstood the

concept of the model or the demonstration is incomplete.

Therefore, more careful studies are necessary about the

genes reported in these papers (table 1). Note that even

when some genes completely follow the DM model, they
may have nothing to do with speciation but they just

became incompatible simply as a by-product of species

divergence.

Multiallelic Complementary Genes Model

Nei et al. (1983) proposed an extended version of the DM

model to explain the species-specific gene compatibility and

other reproductive isolation. As a concrete example, let us

consider the evolutionary changes of sperm protein lysin

and its egg receptor VERL in abalone species. In abalone,

the eggs are enclosed by a vitelline envelope, and sperm
must penetrate this envelope to fertilize the egg (Shaw

et al. 1995). The receptor VERL for lysin is a long acidic gly-

coprotein composed of 22 tandem repeats of 153 amino

acids and about 40 molecules of lysin bind to one molecule

of VERL (Galindo et al. 2003). The interaction between lysin

and VERL is species-specific, and therefore, this pair of pro-

teins apparently controls species-specific mating. Figure 8

shows a genetic model explaining the species specificity be-
tween the lysin and VERL genes. Within a species (species 1

or 2), the lysin and VERL genes are compatible, so that mat-

ing occurs freely. However, if species 1 and 2 are hybridized,

lysin and VERL are incompatible, and therefore, the fertiliza-

tion is blocked. This guarantees the species-specific mating

when the two species are mixed.

However, it is not very simple to produce the gene for
species 2 from that for species 1 or those for species 1

and 2 from their common ancestral genes by a single mu-

tation at the lysin and VERL loci because a mutation (Ai /
Ak) at the lysin locus makes the lysin gene incompatible with

the wild-type allele (Bi) at the VERL locus. A mutation (Bi /
Bk) at the VERL locus also results in the incompatibility with

the wild-type allele (Ai) at the lysin locus. Therefore, these

mutations would not increase in frequency in the popula-
tion. Of course, if mutations Ai / Ak and Bi / Bk occur

simultaneously, lysin Ak and VERL Bk may become compat-

ible. However, the chance that these mutants meet with

each other in a large population would be very small.

For this reason, Nei et al. (1983) and Nei and Zhang

(1998) proposed that the evolutionary change of allele Ai

(or Bi) to Ak (or Bk) occurs through intermediate alleles

and that closely related alleles have similar functions and
therefore compatible. For example, Ai may mutate first to

Aj and then to Ak, whereas Bi may mutate to Bj and then

to Bk. Suppose Ai is compatible with Bi and Bj but not with

Bk and Bi is compatible with Ai and Aj but not with Ak. If Aj is

compatible with Bi, Bj, and Bk and if Bj is compatible with Ai,

Aj, and Ak, then it is possible to generate the species-specific

combination of alleles at the lysin and VERL loci in each spe-

cies (i and k, respectively) by means of mutation and genetic
drift without positive selection that is often assumed by the

DM model.

There are several other examples of ligand and receptor

gene incompatibilities involved in fertilization or reproduc-

tion. For example, sea urchin protein bindin mediates the

fertilization of a sperm to an egg. The receptor of bindin

is called EBR1, and its interaction with bindin is species spe-

cific (Kamei and Glabe 2003). In mammals, a protein called
ADAM2 (or fertilin b) plays a role of sperm ligand for the egg

plasma membrane receptors, integrins (Evans and Florman

2002; Desiderio et al. 2010), and the interactions between

these proteins seem to be species specific. The protein–

protein interaction in various biochemical processes

required for development and physiology is also often com-

plementary. Similarly, the control of expression of protein-

coding genes by cis-regulatory elements is complementary
by nature.

Nei et al. (1983) developed several models of evolution of

reproductive isolation by means of multiallelic complemen-

tarity genes. They considered both one-locus and two-locus

models. Mutation was assumed to occur following either

the stepwise or the infinite-allele model (Kimura 1983),

and the fitness of a genotype was assumed to be either

1 or 0 depending on the mutation model and the genotype
generated (fig. 9). Premating and postmating isolations

were also considered. Their conclusions are summarized

in the following way. 1) The single-locus model generates

speciation more quickly than the two-locus model. 2) The

infinite-allele model generates speciation more quickly than

Ai Bi×

Sperm
(Lysin)

Egg
(VERL) Fertility

Spp. 1 Spp. 1 High

Bk×Spp. 1 Spp. 2 Low

Bi×Spp. 2 Spp. 1 Low

Bk×Spp. 2 Spp. 2 High

Ai

Ak

Ak

FIG. 8.—A model of species specificity of gamete recognition

between lysin and VERL in abalone. Modified from Nei and Zhang

(1998).
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the step-wise mutation model. 3) With the epistatic gene

model used (fig. 9), the evolution of reproductive isolation

occurs more rapidly in small populations than in large pop-

ulations. 4) Generally speaking, the time to the occurrence

of speciation is very long and is roughly proportional to the

inverse of mutation rate.

However, these results are model dependent, and we
cannot apply the results to natural populations without

qualifications. For example, the single-locus model, which

will be considered below, may be applicable only to certain

characters such as the flowering time in plants and devel-

opmental time in animals. At present, we also do not know

which of the stepwise and infinite-allele models is more real-

istic than the other, though we believe that the latter model

is more realistic because reproductive isolation is controlled
by a large number of genes controlling different phenotypic

characters. Our results imply that speciation occur more rap-

idly through bottlenecks. This conclusion is in agreement

with Mayr’s (1963) theory of founder principle, which has

been criticized by many authors (e.g., Coyne and Orr

2004). However, Nei et al.’s (1983) study was done by using

specific mathematical models of epistatic gene interaction,

unlike Mayr’s verbal argument without any genetic model.
This would also means that self-fertilizing organisms may

undergo more rapid evolution than random mating popu-

lations.

In general, however, speciation occurs very slowly,

and it takes millions to tens of millions of years for well-

established species to be developed (Coyne and Orr

2004, pp. 419–421). This suggests that Nei et al.’s conclu-

sion about speciation time may not be so unrealistic.

Mutation-Rescue Model of Speciation

One example of hybrid inviability genes that is often cited

as support of the DM model is the melanoma formation

genes in the fish species belonging to Xiphophorus (Orr

and Presgraves 2000; Orr et al. 2004; Wu and Ting

2004). Hybrids between the species of this genus often pro-

duce malignant melanoma. This tumor is developed when a

certain type of crossing experiments is conducted, and one

of them is presented in figure 10. In this figure, Xþ and X�

represent the presence and absence of the tumorigenic

gene Xmrk, respectively, whereas Rþ and R� denote the

presence and absence of the regulatory gene (R), respec-
tively.

Gene Xmrk is a duplicate copy of an epidermal growth

factor receptor gene and has acquired the ability of gener-

ating melanoma. However, this gene is expressed only when

the suppressor gene R is absent in the genome. Therefore,
the species with genes Xmrk and R (X. maculatus in fig. 10)

does not show melanoma. Similarly, the species with no

Xmrk and R genes (X. helleri) is free of melanoma. However,

the genotype (XþX�; R�R�) with one Xmrk gene but no R
gene in the backcross offspring develops the melanoma

A-3 A-2 A-1 A0 A1 A2 A3

B-3 (A-3) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

B-2 (A-2) 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

B-1 (A-1) 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

B0  (A0) 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

B1  (A1) 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

B2  (A2) 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

B3 (A3) 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

B.

A.
Stepwise (reversible) mutation model 

A-3 A-2 A-1 A0 A1 A2 A3

FIG. 9.—Stepwise mutation model for hybrid sterility (or inviability)

genes. (A) In the stepwise mutation model, the forward and backward

mutation may occur. (B) The fertilities for various haplotypes for loci A

and B (two-locus model) and genotypes for locus A (one-locus model)

are given by 0 (infertile) or 1 (fertile). Distantly related haplotypes or

genotypes are infertile.

X. maculatus

X+ R+

X. hellerii

X+ R+ X- R- R-X-

F1 Hybrid

X+ R+ R-X-

X. hellerii

X- R- R-X-

Backcross offspring

X+ R- R-X-

Melanoma
1/4

X+ R+ R-X-

Normal
1/4

X- R+ R-X-

Normal
1/4

X- R- R-X-

Normal
1/4

FIG. 10.—Typical crossing experiments in Xiphophorus species. Xþ

and X� represent the presence and absence of the Xmrk gene,

respectively. Rþ and R� represent the presence and absence of the R

gene. F1 hybrids (XþX�, RþR�) express benign melanoma, but they are

shown with that of the normal type in this figure. One quarter of

backcross offspring will develop melanoma. Modified from Schartl

(2008).
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cancer (Schartl 2008). If this genotype shows a low fitness,
reproductive isolation may be developed.

However, the genetic basis of this hybrid inviability is very

different from that of the DM model. Note that genotypes

(XþX�; RþR�) and (X�X�; RþR�) are normal unlike the case

of the DM model. In the present case, the mutant gene

Xmrk is inherently deleterious (fig. 10), but within each

species, its deleterious effect is diminished by the R gene.

This means that Xmrk (Xþ) is a deleterious mutation and
Rþ rescues the deleterious effect of the mutation and there-

fore the individuals with genes Xþ and Xþ become

normal. We therefore call this hybrid incapacity system

the mutation-rescue model. Noting that the deleterious ef-

fect of gene Xþ on fitness is not serious in nature, Schartl

(2008) questions the relevance of this system to speciation.

However, we would like to use this system as an example of

themutation-rescuemodel with the anticipation that similar
examples will probably be found in the future.

At present, there are several data sets that can be

explained by the mutation-rescue model, but they are

not as straightforward as in the above example. In plants,

there are many examples of cytoplasmic male sterility

(CMS) (e.g., Zeh JA and Zeh DW 2005; Chase 2007 for

reviews), and the hybrid sterility caused by CMS is be-

lieved to occur when some specific cytotypes, probably
specific mitochondrial genes, interact with nuclear

genes (cytonuclear gene interaction). Interestingly, some

mutant alleles of the nuclear genes can rescue the male

fertility, although the molecular basis of this rescue is not

well understood. For example, in the cross of two mon-

keyflower species, Mimulus guttatus and M. nasutus,
Case and Willis (2008) showed that the gene involved

in CMS is one of the open reading frames which are co-
transcribed with the mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenase

gene (NAD6), whereas Barr and Fishman (2010) showed

that the nuclear rescue element is the genes belonging to

a very large gene family called the pentatricopeptide re-

peat (PPR) family. The gene copy number of this family has

expanded enormously in plants, and Arabidopsis has

;450 PPR genes scattered all over the genome (Lurin

et al. 2004). The function of this gene family is not well
understood, but it has been predicted that about a half of

the PPR proteins are targeted to mitochondria (Chase

2007), and several authors have reported the PPR genes

as rescue genes (table 1). However, how this large gene

family interacts with CMS elements to reduce deleterious

effects of mitochondrial mutations is a mystery. Further-

more, the evolutionary process of the mitochondrial and

nuclear genes has not been examined in these studies, so
that it is unclear whether this system really fits the muta-

tion-rescue model. Obviously, more detailed study is

necessary. The molecular study of this system seems to

be even behind the study of the segregation distorter

gene model, which will be discussed below.

Segregation Distorters and Speciation

In diploid organisms, a male heterozygote (Aa) for a locus

produces two different types of sperm (A and a) with an

equal frequency. However, there are genes that distort

the Mendelian segregation ratio in their favor so that their

frequency in sperm is much higher than 50% (sometimes
nearly 100%). These genes are called segregation distorters

(D�). The segregation distortion occurs because the distorter

gene destroys a high proportion of chromosomes carrying

the opposite allele in the process of spermatogenesis (Hartl

1969; Wu and Hammer 1991; Kusano et al. 2003). The dis-

torter gene is often located on the X chromosome, and

therefore, the sex ratio in the offspring is distorted (Pre-

sgraves 2008). Because these males produce more sperm
with the X chromosome than sperm with the Y, there will

be more female offspring than male offspring, and this

distorted sex ratio is disadvantageous for the species. Fur-

thermore, distorter genes themselves are often deleterious

but their frequencies may increase drastically by segregation

distortion.

Interestingly, the expression of D� genes is often sup-

pressed by suppressor genes (S�). Therefore, if a new dis-

torter mutation (D�) occurs in a population, its frequency

would initially increase rapidly because of segregation

distortion despite its deleterious effects. However, this

increase in frequency may be stopped if a new suppressor

mutation (S�) arises and suppress the deleterious effect

of the D� gene. The D� and S� genes may then be fixed

in a species simultaneously. After the fixation of these

mutations, there will be no segregation distortion and no

deleterious effects of the D� gene (Wu et al. 1988; Frank

1991; Lyttle 1991; Tao et al. 2001; Phadnis and Orr 2009).
However, if this new species with mutant genes D� and

S� is crossed with its sibling species with wild-type alleles Dþ

and Sþ, the effect of D� may reappear in the F1 hybrids if S�

is not dominant over Sþ or in the F2 hybrids if D� is recom-

bined with Sþ and genotypes D�D�SþSþ or D�DþSþSþ are

produced (Frank 1991; Hurst and Pomiankowski 1991; Tao

et al. 2001). If these events reduce the fitness of hybrid

individuals, it will constitute a new way of generating repro-
ductive barriers between the two species. The genetic

nature of suppressor genes is not well known. However,

in the case of the Segregation Distorter (D�) haplotype first

reported by Sandler et al. (1959) in D. melanogaster, the S
locus (Responder) consists of a large number of about 120-

bp repeats, and it was shown that the segregation distortion

becomes stronger as the number of repeats increases and

that when the suppressor locus contains a small number
of repeats no segregation distortion occurs (Wu et al. 1988).

D� genes are present on autosomal chromosomes as

well as on the Y, but they seem to be less frequent than those

of the X chromosome, as discussed by Frank (1991) and

Jaenike (2001). This observation provides an explanation
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forHaldane’s (1922) rule,which states thatwhen two species
or subspecies are intercrossed the heterogametic sex with

XY or ZW chromosomes are sterile or inviable more often

than the homogametic sex with XX or ZZ chromosomes

(Frank 1991; Hurst and Pomiankowski 1991).

Dozens of distorter genes have been reported in insects,

mammals, and plants, though themolecular basis of the dis-

tortion is not well understood (Jaenike 2001). InD. simulans,
at least three D� loci have been identified and each S� locus
corresponds to each D� locus (Presgraves 2008). In these

cases, however, the molecular mechanism of the function

of S� loci is unclear.

Heterochromatin-Associated Hybrid Incapacity

A number of investigators (e.g., Henikoff and Malik 2002;

Brideau et al. 2006; Bayes and Malik 2009) have reported
that repeat DNA elements in the heterochromatin regions

of genomes are often associated with hybrid sterility or in-

viability. One of the interesting observations is the hybrid

sterility caused by the zygote hybrid rescue (Zhr) locus in

Drosophila. When D. simulans females are crossed with

D. melanogaster males, hybrid females die in early embryo-

genesis. However, a mutant allele (Zhr1) of Zhr is known to

rescue the female viability (Sawamura et al. 1993). Ferree
and Barbash (2009) showed that the wild-type allele

Zhr represents a region of 359 nucleotide repeats in the

D. melanogaster X chromosome that interact with some

cytoplasmic factors of D. simulans. The number of 359

nucleotide repeats is small in D. simulans, so that the fertility

within this species is high. InD. melanogaster, the number of

DNA repeats is high, but this species also shows a high

fertility apparently because cytoplasmic factors are different
from those of D. simulans. At present, however, the cyto-

plasmic elements have not been identified, and therefore,

the molecular basis of the interaction between the DNA

and the cytoplasmic factors remains unclear. Yet, it appears

that the number of DNA repeats is species-specific and can

change relatively rapidly due to concerted or birth-and-death

evolution (Henikoff andMalik 2002). Although little is known

about the evolutionary mechanism of cytoplasmic elements,
it is possible that both DNA repeat elements and cytoplasmic

factors coevolve as in the case of two-locus multiallelic com-

plementary genes model discussed earlier.

Another example is the Odysseus homeobox (OdsH)
gene, which causes hybrid male sterility when D. mauritiana
females are crossedwithD. simulansmales (Ting et al. 1998;

Sun et al. 2004). In this case, the receptor for this transcrip-

tion factor gene is not well defined. Recently, however,
Bayes and Malik (2009) discovered that the OdsH protein

produced from D. mauritiana localizes to the heterochro-

matic Y chromosome fromD. simulans but the OdsH protein

from D. simulans does not. They then proposed that the

overexpression of the OdsH protein in the Y heterochroma-

tin is responsible for the male sterility. Again, however, the
molecular mechanism of the interaction remains unclear. A

similar mechanism appears to be operating with the Prdm9
gene in mice (Oliver et al. 2009, see table 1).

Single-Locus Speciation

It is often stated that reproductive isolation cannot be

achieved by single-locus mutations because a deleterious
mutation occurring at a locus cannot be fixed in any pop-

ulation. However, if multiallelic mutations occur at a locus

and they are compatible with one another when they are

closely related but mutant alleles become incompatible

when they are distantly related, hybrid sterility or inviability

may be generated at a single locus. Figure 9 shows one such

example, where allele A0 is compatible with allele A�1, A0,

and A1 but not with other alleles (ignore the alleles at locus
B). Thus, genotype A2A2 is not compatible with genotype

A0A0 in either mating ability or zygotic viability or sterility.

The two populations composed of A0A0 and A2A2 individ-

uals will then be reproductively isolated.

In rice, there is one example that supports this model at

the molecular level. The reproductive barrier between Indica
and Japonica is controlled by many genes. One of them is

the S5 gene that encodes an aspartic protease determining
embryonic sac fertility. The protein encoded by this gene in

Indica (S5i) and Japonica (S5j) are different at two amino

acid sites (Chen et al. 2008). One of these differences

(F273L) in Japonica seems to be responsible for the sterility

of the hybrid between Indica and Japonica. Interestingly,
however, there are strains that produce fertile hybrids both

with Indica and Japonica. The S5 gene (S5n) in these strains

encodes a protein with a deletion of a fragment of 115 ami-
no acids, and this might have been an intermediate allele

between S5i and S5j. This type of single-locus speciation

is plausible particularly in self-fertilizing organisms like rice.

Reproductive isolation by single-loci may also occur by

mutations controlling flowering time in plants. This would

occur easily in self-fertilizing plants. At the molecular level,

flowering time is controlled by a large number of loci, many

of which are duplicate genes. Environmental factors such
as photoperiodicity and vernalization also affect flowering

time. In recent years,manygenes involved in the regulation of

flowering time have been identified in Arabidopsis (Simpson

et al. 1999; Boss et al. 2004; Pouteau et al. 2008). Although

flowering time is controlled bymany genes, a singlemutation

may change flowering time drastically and may produce

reproductive isolation. One of the interesting cases is a mu-

tation that occurred at the flowering locus (FLC), a repressor
of flowering involved in the vernalization pathway. The ge-

nomes of Brassica species contain several FLC paralogous

genes. Yuan et al. (2009) discovered that one of the FLC
genes, FLC1 in Brassica rapa, is polymorphic with respect

to flowering time in nature, and this polymorphism is caused
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by the mutation of splicing site (G / A) in intron 6. This
mutation was then shown to change flowering time. Repro-

ductive isolation due to heterogeneity in developmental

time also occurs in insects (Tauber CA and Tauber MJ

1977). However, the molecular basis of evolution of this type

of reproductive isolation has not been investigated.

Other Mechanisms of Evolution of Reproductive
Isolation

There are many other speciation models that are based on

relatively small number of observations or of which the the-

oretical basis is unclear. For example, gene transpositionmay

also cause hybrid incompatibility. Masly et al. (2006) showed

that the JYAlpha gene encoding the alpha subunit of Naþ

and Kþ adenosine triphosphatase was transposed from

chromosome 4 to chromosome 3R in D. simulans after
the divergence from D. melanogaster. Consequently, when

these two species are crossed, some of the F2 individuals

have no copy of JYAlpha in the genome and become sterile.

This is a special case of classical reciprocal translocation of

chromosomes discussed earlier. However, gene transposi-

tion or translocation may occur more frequently than

chromosomal translocation, simply because there are more

genes than chromosomes in the genome and transposons
may mediate gene transfer. Several authors (Henikoff and

Malik 2002; Brown and O’Neill 2010) have suggested that

rapid concerted evolution of DNA repeat elements at the

centromeric chromatin may generate speciation by dis-

torting chromosomal segregation. The logic behind this

argument is not very clear, but it is interesting to note that

repeat elements are often involved in hybrid sterility and in-

viability. It should also be noted that epigenetic factors
controlling photoperiodicity and vernalization in plants

are apparently involved in speciation, though molecular

study of these problems are still in its infancy.

Another speciation model proposed is speciation by

antirecombination. In yeasts, the recombination machinery

checks DNA sequence identity between homologous chro-

mosomes. If the identity is low, the machinery suppresses

recombination. Consequently, a hybrid between two yeast
species would have a reduced number of recombination

events, which causes chromosome nondisjunction in meio-

sis and aneuploidy, which in turn results in a reduced fertility

of the hybrid (Hunter et al. 1996; Greig et al. 2003; Liti et al.

2006). Note that in this mechanism mutation apparently

plays an important role because this mechanism exclusively

relies on genomic sequence divergence between two pop-

ulations, where no natural selection is necessary.

Discussion

We have seen that polyploidization and chromosomal rear-

rangements play important roles for generating new species

and even segmental gene duplication may lead to the

formation of new species. We have also seen that O. gigas
discovered by de Vries was actually a polyploid. Therefore,

de Vries’ assertion that new species may arise by mutational

events has been vindicated. However, there are many differ-

ent ways of evolution of reproductive isolation when genic

mutations are considered.

It is well known that Charles Darwin had a difficulty to

explain hybrid sterility or inviability by natural selection.

Some authors had suggested that hybrid sterility or inviabil-
ity might be enhanced by natural selection because the

mixing of two incipient species by hybridization is disadvan-

tageous in the formation of new species. However, Darwin

rejected this idea after examination of various cases of spe-

cies hybridization. He then concluded that ‘‘hybrid sterility is

not a specially acquired or endowed quality but is incidental

on other acquired characters’’ (Darwin 1859, p. 245).

Yet, many investigators have tried to understand specia-
tion by means of natural selection. Natural selection may

occur when the genes involved in hybrid sterility undergo

evolutionary changes in different allopatric populations. In

recent years, many authors have argued that this type of

natural selection has speeded up the development of hybrid

sterility or inviability (see Coyne and Orr 2004). However,

this type of selection has nothing to do with the develop-

ment of sterility because hybrid sterility is caused by muta-
tions that have no deleterious effects within species but

have deleterious effects in interspecific hybrids. Further-

more, the idea of accelerated evolution of reproductive

isolation is teleological because there is no need for any

organism to speed up reproductive isolation. Natural popu-

lations evolve without purpose so that they will manifest

whatever happened in their genomic structure.

As we have seen, there are various kinds of hybrid sterility
genes, and they are always accumulating in the genome of

any species without being noticed until hybridization occurs

artificially or naturally. In other words, hybrid sterility or in-

viability need not be the results of natural selection. It is

quite likely to be a mere consequence of the evolutionary

change of interactive genetic systems within species, as in-

dicated by Darwin.

Some authors have suggested that hybrid sterility genes
that are expressed in early stages of speciation would be

more important in speeding up speciation than those that

are expressed in later stages. This view is not acceptable

because we know that any hybrid sterility genes are mere

consequence of mutations that disturb the gene interaction

systems in interspecific hybrids. If a pair of species are kept

isolated for a long evolutionary time, both early or late stage

expression genes should have developed sterility barriers.
We would also expect that hybrid sterility mutations

would increase with evolutionary time and in the long

run any pair of species would not be able to mate and pro-

duce offspring. For example, macaques and mice would

never be able to mate and produce any offspring because
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they have accumulated so many mutations affecting impor-
tant gene interaction systems. By contrast, some species of

mice may be able to produce offspring because the extent

of disturbance of gene interaction systems would not be

so large.

The above consideration suggests that the identification

of hybrid sterility genes for any pair of species is compli-

cated. If we study distantly related species, there may be

a large number of sterility genes involved, but their detec-
tion may be difficult because many sets of gene interaction

would be compounded. By contrast, if we study closely

related species, there may not be many hybrid sterility

genes, but once they are identified, it would be easy to study

the nature of the hybrid sterility genes.

As was mentioned in the beginning, the purpose of this

review is to understand the roles of mutation and selection

in speciation. We believe that we have shown that mutation
is essential for the evolution of reproductive isolation though

selection, particularly deleterious epistatic selection, is nec-

essary.
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